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LoRa technology is one of the recently proposed LPWAN technology. It is gaining 

attention of both researchers and industry. Number of connected devices through LoRa is 

increasing significantly year by year. Public and private LoRa networks are being deployed 

all continents of the world. Minimal infrastructure and maintenance cost are vital point in 

all deployment of LoRa network. Optimizing energy consumption while satisfying QoS 

demands of application will prolong lifetime of network. In this work we analyses 

performance of LoRa network, concerning QoS and QiS metrics, such as energy 

consumption and solid chemical waste from batteries in various gateway densities.  We 

conduct two experiments to analyze how gateway density will affect QoS and QiS metrics 

of network performance. In first experiment we place 1 to 7 gateways and compare delay, 
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PSR, energy consumption and chemical waste (from batteries) of network, in second 

experiment we perform correlation analysis of output power (2-14 dBm) and QoS, QiS 

metrics of the LoRa network. In first experiment best performance in terms of Packets 

Succes Rate is achieved in 5 gateway scenario with 96%. In the second experiment results 

show that properly configuring end devices` output power can decrease energy 

consumption. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Over the past few years, we are witnessing that Internet of Things is changing how we live 

and work.  It is continuously growing and it is expected to help us dealing with top 

challenges which humanity is facing today, such as population explosion, energy crisis, 

resource depletion and environmental pollution. Several studies [2][3][4] shows that 

number of IoT and M2M communication devices will boost in the next ten years. 

According to [3] number of deployed IoT devices will exceed the combined number 

mobile phone, computers, laptop and tablets users by 2020. 

 

 

Figure 1. Global LPWAN market size between 2017-2023 connected devices in millions 

[5] 

 

With ongoing continuous growth of IoT, the number of IoT applications domains and 

deployments continues to rise. Some of these novel applications require low-rate, long 

range and delay tolerant wireless communication at very low energy usage and cost. 

Fulfilling these requirements is not possible with traditional machine to machine  

communication technologies, such as cellular or WPAN. Low Power Wide Area Networks 

(LPWANs) are new type of wireless communication technologies which are designed to 

fulfill the gap in traditional technologies. With providing long range communication at low 
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energy usage, these technologies promise to bring connectivity that suits large scale, low 

power, and low cost IoT deployments with several years of battery life.  

 

According to market report including analysis of LPWAN [3], number of connected 

devices in IoT will grow from 7 billion from 2018 to 22 billion by 2025. And LWAN are 

expected to be major driver. This study also predicts that LWAN will grow with yearly by 

109 percent in until 2023 [5] as it presented in Figure 1. As stated in [5], LoRaWAN 

Technology was the most deployed LPWAN technology while counting public and private 

network deployments. 

Lora is a proprietary LPWAN technology which aims to give a connectivity for IoT in 

large areas.  Lora technology consist of two main components: 

 

i) Physical layer protocol LoRa which uses Chirp Spread Spectrum modulation (CSS) 

technique; 

ii) LoRaWAN is MAC layer protocol that provides access to LoRa.  

 

LoRa uses unlicensed radio frequency spectrum, ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) 

bands, compared to other LPWAN technologies as NB-IoT, LTE-M, which makes 

infrastructure cost effective and cheaper.  

 

Lora network architecture is based on star topology, where the gateways is an intermediate 

bridge between end nodes and central network server terminal and application servers. 

Each gateway is connected to Network Server with backhaul network. Network server 

directs received packets to corresponding Application server. End devices are not 

dedicated to one gateway, sent packet can be received by several gateways and network 

server removes duplicate packets.  LoRa architecture can be seen in Figure 2.  

 

The key characteristics of LoRa:  

- Enables long range communication 

- Operates with Low Power  

- Low connectivity cost 
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- Provides easy deployment and quick set up 

- Fully bidirectional 

-  High security (Application layer security and network layer security) 

- Open standard  

LoRa networks using LoRaWAN protocols are already deployed in more than 100 

countries of the world and around 70 providers offer LoRa based network 

communication[3].  For example, the group of volunteers around the world are 

collaborating to build worldwide LoRa based network called The Things Network. 

Another example is American Tower network operator`s LoRa network in Brazil that 

serves over 400,000 devices, and aims to  reach 2 million devices by end of 2019 [6]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Architecture of LoRa network 

 

While LoRa networks are already being actively deployed, there are still issues to solve in 

order to improve the network performance. As most of wireless IoT devices majority of 

LoRa end devices run on batteries (Class A is most deployed type of end device in LoRa), 

which makes energy consumption critical for the LoRa network. Deploying network 
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considering energy consumption prolongs infrastructure`s lifetime. Also, it can reduce the 

solid chemical waste from ED`s batteries. According to [7] batteries contribute 

substantially to environmental pollution and human health impact due to potentially toxic 

materials. In [8] authors show that energy consumption can be improved by proper 

configuration up to 4 times in a single node example. 

 

1.1 Problem definition   
 

They key point in deploying wireless network, as well as LoRa is minimal infrastructure. 

We might intend to reduce number of gateways for instance. Indeed, it might require 

higher transmission power from ED`s, i.e. more energy will be consumed and may lead to 

lower QoS. At the opposite increasing number of gateways would help to decrease 

transmission power while improving QoS satisfaction. However, last idea is not a 

definitive solution in term of Quality in Sustainability (i.e. energy consumption, solid 

chemical waste generated from obsolete batteries) indicators, while supporting demands 

over area and satisfying good QoS. 

 

1.2 Research aims 
 

This work aims to study impact of gateway density to Quality of Service (QoS) and 

Quality in Sustainability (QiS) performance of the LoRa network. Moreover, in this work 

we aim to evaluate correlation of output power of end devices (ED) to overall network 

energy consumption and generated solid chemical waste from batteries of EDs (QiS 

metric).  

1.3 Reseach questions 

 

1. How do gateway density affect Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality in 

Sustainability (QiS) performance of the network? 

2. How do output power of end devices affect energy consumption and QoS 

performance of overall network? 
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1.4 Delimitations 

 

In our work we only consider Class A LoRa end devices, which is most deployed type of 

end device in LoRa networks. Class B and Class C devices is not supported by simulation 

model. Moreover, in this research we do not take into account energy consumption by 

gateway nodes, we only focus on energy consumption by end devices. In our future works 

we will cover the gateways energy consumption. Also, in a real implementation sensor 

device also uses the same battery on the node. Our work does not consider energy 

consumption for metering (i.e temperature, humidity, etc.), we only calculate the energy 

used to for communication between end nodes and gateways. 

 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 
 

This thesis work is structured as follows:  

 Chapter 1 provides an overview of the background, research questions, aim and 

delimitations of this thesis work.  

 Chapter 2 presents methodology of the research which is used to complete whole 

research.  

 Chapter 3 describes related work in the areas LoRa technology, energy 

consumption improvements in LPWAN`s.  

 Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of the Implementation and discusses the 

simulation tool. 

 Chapter 5 presents and discusses experiments and extracted results. 

Chapter 6 gives a summary of outcome of the thesis and outline for future work 

needed to be done.   
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2 METHODOLOGY  
 

This chapter describes research methodology used to conduct this research. We present 

research methodology in a macro and micro levels and highlight key elements.  

Research methodology  
 

Research is conducted to gain new knowledge or using new previously obtained 

knowledge to generate new concepts and understandings. Research is conducted in a 

systematic manner in order to describe, explain, predict and control observed phenomenon 

[9]. Research is always conducted in a systematic manner according to research 

methodology.  To conduct our research, we choose System Development Lifecycle 

Methodology [10] and adopt various stages for our research. System Development 

Lifecycle Methodology contains following macro levels as illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Research Methodology 
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Defining the problem  

This phase involves state of the art, including LPWAN networks, LoRa technology and 

energy efficiency in LPWAN networks. After analyzing the gaps, we formulate the 

problem, and define research goals and research questions.  

Designing the system  

This phase involves designing the system which is implemented in our research. In this 

phase we evaluate tools and study each component of the design. We evaluate simulation 

tools, proposed LoRa modules and chose one presented in [11] which is suitable for the 

purpose of our thesis.  

Implementation 

During this phase we install chosen simulation tools and install appropriate LoRa 

simulation model is proposed in [11]. We add extra components to simulation model to 

extract results. 

Simulations 

In this phase we design set of experiments to obtain in order to answer to research 

questions.  Each experiment has specific parameters and outcomes. Each experiment is 

conducted (i.e. run) 10 times with different randomization parameters to obtain reliable 

results. Results are collected during entire period of experiments.  

Analysis of results  

In final phase we analyze all results obtained from experiments in terms of QoS and QiS 

metrics. Based on the results obtained, research questions were answered which were 

present in the first phase.  
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3 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 

 

In this chapter we present overview of LoRa technology and most significant contributions 

to LoRa technology which is given in various academic works. This chapter is divided into 

four parts that covers following:  

• LoRa overview 

• Energy optimization in LoRa  

• QoS improvements in LoRa 

• Gateway placement in Lora  

• Lora Simulations 

3.1 LoRa overview 

 

Lora is leading LPWAN technology developed by Cycleo of Greneoble and acquired by 

Semtech. LoRa uses Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) modulation, which utilizes spectrum 

considerably. CSS modulation technique increases link budget, 154 dBm, also increases 

tolerance of the network to interference at a price of lower spectral efficiency. LoRa 

broadcasts signal to wider band. LoRa allows to send signal using 125 kHz, 250 kHz and 

500 kHz bandwidth. Using wider bands first of all, increases bitrate of LoRa, also 

increases resistance to channel noise doppler effect and fading.  

While terms LoRa and LoRaWAN are used interchangeable, LoRa refers to physical layer 

protocol, in other words modulation technique and LoRaWAN refers several protocols to 

define upper layers of the network. 

LoRa(WAN) network is build “star of the stars” topology, as illustrated in figure 1. 

Network components are given in figure 1 are ED`s, GW`s, network servers and 

application server. 

1. LoRa ED sends a packet through CSS modulation and LoRaWAN protocols to a 

GW.  

2. GW receives a packet and dispatches a packet from LoRaWAN frame and sends a it 

through Backhaul (higher throughput) network to Network Server (NS). 
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3. After receiving a packet NS, decodes it, performs security check, checks for 

duplicates, determines parameters for Adaptive Data Rate (ADR). After performing 

all checkups NS prepares a packet to send back to ED and also redirects the 

received packets to Application Servers.  

4. Application servers receives packets, decodes them and decides action of 

application according to received data.  

Communication rates vary from 300 bps to 5 kbps in 125 kHz bandwidth, using several 

different channels to provide connection between end devices and gateways.  

 

Adaptive Data Rate 

 

The ADR scheme is used to improve LoRa network infrastructure by managing individual 

data rates and optimize battery life of each connected device by several Data Rates (DR). 

In traditional cellular networks connected end node associated to a specific gateway (Base 

station), while in LoRa Network end device is not associated to gateways. Therefore, 

packets can be received by several gateways. NS takes care of duplicate packets and 

according to ADR scheme can change ED`s data rate.  NS also chooses appropriate 

gateway to send downlink message to ED. ADR scheme additional to DR optimizes 

airtime and energy consumption in the network.  

 

Device Classes  

 

In LoRa networks end devices are divided into three classes according to their downlink 

communication, consequently battery usage. Requirements for different IoT applications 

are varies. LoRa network proposes three classes, according to application requirement ED 

can be set one the following three classes.  

• Class A  

• Class B 

• Class C  
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Class A devices are the ones with lowest energy consumption. These Class have one 

uplink transmission slot and two downlink transmission as depicted in the Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. Class A Time Slots 

 

In a Class A end node opens first Receive Window (RW) after ending uplink transmission. 

The Receive Window 1 opens after +/- 20 microsecond after transmission. The Downlink 

data rate and downlink frequencies are the same used for transmission. Second RW also 

opens at the same time with the first RW. The downlink frequency and data rate are 

configurable with Mac commands for second RW. If end node receives downlink during 

the first RW, the second RW is closed. Only through this RW server can send data to ED.  

 

Class B devices has additional scheduled RW`s. GW sends synchronized beacons to 

schedule additional RW`s to an end device. The server knows when the end devices is 

listening. The additional time slots are called ping slots. Class B times slots are depicted in 

Figure 5. 

 

 Figure 5. Class B Time Slots 

 

Unlike Class A and Class B devices, Class C devices open their receive window all the 

time. The receive window is closed only transmitting uplink data. Therefor Class C devices 

consume more energy compared to other two but provides lowest latency. Class C devices 

can be used on devices which are connected to power grid.  
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Figure 6. Class C Time Slots 

 

Code Rate  

LoRa technology uses Forward Error Correction (FEC) technique to detect and correct 

errors for sending data without the need for retransmission. This method strengthens 

receiver sensitivity. Redundant(parity) bits added in order recover error in the reception 

side. In LoRa Code Rate (CR) varies between 0 and 4, where 0 means there were no parity 

bits. LoRa allows following Code Rates: CR=4/5, 4/6, 4/7 or 4/8 as can be seen in the table 

1.   

Table 1. LoRa Code Rate. 

 

Code Rate (Cr) CR=4/(4+CR) 

1 4/5 

2 4/6 

3 4/7 

4 4/8 

 

Parity bits improves error correction but reduces effective data rate. In the figure 7 we can 

see correspondence of Data Rate to Code Rate. 

 

Figure 7. Correspondence of Date rates in Lora on different Code Rates and bandwidth 

(SF = 7, Payload = 20 bytes, Tx Power = 14 dBm) 
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Bandwidth 

 

LoRa is configurable into three bandwidths: 125 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz as it given in 

the Figure 8. Chirp utilizes entire bandwidth. Higher bandwidth has more data rate but also 

more congestion.  

 

Figure 8. LoRa Spectrum bandwidth (125 kHz, 250 kHz, 500 kHz) 

 

Spreading Factor 

 

LoRa uses Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) modulation. In CSS modulation bits are encoded 

to chirp signals with frequency range from fmin  to fmax as can be seen in Figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9. Chirp Spread Spectrum Modulation 

LoRa uses Spreading Factors range from 7 to 12. SF7 has shortest time on air while SF12 

has longest. SF is tradeoff between data rate and robustness of the signal. Increasing 

spreading factor by one step increases link budget by 2.5 dB.  

 

The Spreading Factor defines two values: 

• The number of raw bits that can be encoded by that symbol  

• Each symbol can hold 2SF chips 

fmin 

fmax 

time 
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Table 2. Corresponding Chip Length to Spreading Factor. 

 

Spreading 

Factor (SF) 

Chip Length 2SF 

7 128 

8 256 

9 512 

10 1024 

11 2048 

12 4096 

 

 

LoRa packet Structure 

 

In figure 10 we illustrate frame structure of LoRa for PHY, MAC and Application layers. 

Maximum payload is 255 bytes for on packet. The frame structure is as follows.  

PHY Layer: 

• Preamble. This field is for synchronization between receiver and sender. Preamble 

always is send using SF12. 

• Header defines FEC code rate, payload lengths and presence of CRC. 

• Cyclic Redundancy Check is for discarding received packets with incorrect header.  

• Payload field contains MAC layer frame 

• Payload CRC exist only for uplink messages. It provides error correction protocol 

for payload.  

MAC Layer:  

• MAC header defines type of the messages (acknowledgement, management 

messages, uplink or downlink)  

• MIC – Message Integrity Code is unique for each packet. It is calculated using 

network session key as a secret 

• MAC Payload contains Application layer payload.   

Application Layer 

• Frame port is used to determine application 
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• Application payload is the data for application. It is encoded by Application session 

key using AES 128 algorithm.  

 

 

Figure 10. LoRa Frame Format 

 

Time on Air 

LoRa packet`s time on air can be defined as follows: 

Tpacket ToA = Tpreamble + Tpayload                                                   (1) 

Tpreamble is a time for sending preamble and Tpayload  is payload duration. To calculate 

preamble duration, we use following formula:  

Tpreamble = (npreamble+4.25)Ts                                                              (2) 

npreamble is length of preamble and Ts duration of one symbol and it is equal to  

Ts=1/Rs                                                                                                   (3) 

Rs  is symbol rate and SF spreading factor: 

Rs = BW/2SF                                                                        (4) 

Duration for sending payload is:  

Tpayload = Ts x ns                                                                                                         (5) 

ns is the number of symbols used to send a payload. The following equation is derived 

from [12], and gives the calculation of ns  :  
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                              (6) 

In this equation:  

• PL – payload size  

• SF – Spreading factor 

• CRC – Cyclic Redundancy Code  

• DE – Data rate optimization (when enable 1, otherwise 0) 

• CR – code rate 

• H – header (when enable 0, when there is no header 1) 

 

 

From the formula given above it can be seen that SF has a great impact on time on air of 

LoRa packet. Higher SF means, longer time to send packet. The ToA in different spreading 

factors is given in the figure 11. It can be seen that SF has a significant influence on ToA, 

while payload size has a small impact. For calculations of ToA on the figure 11, CR set to 

4/5, and bandwidth 125 kHz.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 11. LoRa Packet Time on Air in different payload sizes 

 

 

There is CR parameter, which also influences time on air of LoRa packet. In higher code 

rates more parity bits are added to the packet to improve error correction. But this parity 

bits result longer ToA.  Correlation of CR and ToA is depicted in the figure 12. SF set to 7 

and BW 125 kHz for for the values in figure 12.  
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Other than CR and SF, third modulation parameter bandwidth also impacts ToA. Higher 

Bandwidth provides ability to send more data and in less ToA duration.  As mentioned 

above LoRa allows to use three bandwidths: 125 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Time on Air of LoRa packet in different Code Rates 

 

Security 

 

LoRa technology uses two layered end-to-end encryption to secure connection for both 

network and application payloads. Network layer ensures to secure data between end 

device. 

 
 

Figure 13. Security in LoRa network [13] 
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and network server, while application layer ensures that network operators do not have an 

access to a data is being sent by end device. LoRa network requires that end device must 

be activated before communication. For activation two methods are used.  

• Over the Air Activation (OTAA) 

• Activation by Personalization (ABP) 

In OTAA method end device activated by sending Join Request to a Server. It uses 

DevEUI, AppEUI and AppKey to ensure secure activation. The DevEUI is Globally 

unique identifier for end device, which is assigned by manufacturer, it is similar to MAC 

address in TCP/IP device. AppEUI is a for identification of Application server. AppKey is 

AES (Advanced Encription Standart) symmetric key, which is used to generate MIC to 

ensure integrity of messages. In OTAA uses above given keys to generate AppSKey 

(Application Session key) and NwkSkey (Network Session key). NwkSKey and AppSkey 

are used to encrypt payload using AES to ensure secure connection between end devices 

and network server and application servers respectively. In ABP method AppSKey and 

NwkSKey are already being preloaded in end devices and servers. 

 

3.2 Energy optimization in LoRa 

 

 

Energy efficiency is vital for LPWAN networks since end devices have batteries with 

small capacity in LPWAN. The cost of network maintenance and network lifetime is 

highly related to energy consumption. Several works studied and proposed different 

techniques and approaches to improve energy consumption in LoRa [14][15][16].   

 

In [14] authors evaluate energy consumption in both mesh and star network topologies 

with various radio configurations. They observe in star topology increasing SF consumes 

more energy than increasing Ptx where both prolongs communication range. For the mesh 

topology their solution is to set spreading factor in optimum level and increasing Ptx and 

inter relay distance. Authors show that tradeoff between mesh and star topology depends 

on network density and distance. 
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Authors in [15] propose novel MAC protocol for LoRa Mesh Networks by adapting Time 

Slotted Channel Hopping technique to LoRa physical layer. Their solution improves 

synchronization between nodes to wake up at the same time and transfer data, and 

proposed channel hoping technique improves energy efficiency considering ISM band 

limitations. 

 

In paper [16] authors propose new algorithm to improve energy efficiency for moving 

nodes of LoRa networks. Their algorithm designed to achieve given reliability and it 

chooses new configuration for ED for each transmission considering current distance of 

ED to nearest GW. Algorithm also makes tradeoff between reliability and energy 

consumption. Simulations on the paper shows that reliability can be improve from 70 to 90 

percent by increasing energy consumption by only 48 percent.  

 

In [17] authors evaluate energy consumption for LoRa gateways in different frame size. 

They develop an algorithm to collect ED data in GW before sending to NS since data from 

end device can be several bytes while WLAN can accept packets up to 1500 bytes. From 

the experiments authors find out that best frame size is 1363 bytes for energy efficiency. 

  

Hui Yan in [18] proposes neural network algorithm to improve maximum transmission rate 

and energy for LoRa end device. Algorithm uses RSSI and SNR to evaluate maximum data 

rate for end device. Predicted results is sent to end device, so it uses the configuration 

given by algorithm to improve energy efficiency and maximum transmission rate. The 

accuracy of algorithm after 1000 training data reached 99.95 percent.  

 

Authors [19] analyze performance in terms of energy consumption in two types of LoRa- 

based protocol classes: contention based and synchronous based. Comparison include also 

network scale, transmission delay and payload size parameters in addition to energy 

efficiency. Authrs conclude that synchronous based protocol is four times energy efficient 

than contention-based protocol. Also, they note contention based protocol is not affected 

by a number of end devices in a network.  
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3.3 QoS improvements in LoRa 

 

In [20] authors propose novel approach to improve packet delivery rate (PDR) over lousy 

channel by applying new technique for channel coding. Proposed technique Channel 

Coding Adaptive Redundancy Rate improves PDR and also reduces ToA compared to 

conventional LoRa technology.     

 

Authors in [21] evaluate deployed LoRa technology in Rennes called LoRa Fabian. They 

extract QoS metrics such as PER, SNR and RRSI by conducting various experiments. 

From the extracted result they conclude that Correlation between RSSI and PER rate is not 

straightforward. In some cases, when RSSI has higher values but PER shows worse values. 

Performance of LoRa in various conditions is presented in [21]. Conducted results evaluate 

LoRa technology`s behavior in mobile scenario, angular velocity and linear velocity. 

Angular velocity experiments show that in lower angular speed, packet success rate is 

higher. When they increase angular velocity from 500 rounds per minute to 750 rounds per 

minute PSR drops from 86 percent to 36 percent. In liner experiments where the car was 

moving 100 km/h less than oner third of the packet were lost. On the third experiment they 

conduct on the sea, with SF12 and Ptx=14 dBm packet success rate achieves 60 percent in 

distance of 15 to 30 km.    

 

Proposed technique in [22] intends to improve QoS for Application by sharing activity 

time under regulation of duty cycle. Target of this mechanism is when one organization 

deploys pool of devices and manages the network. Proposed technique assures the devices 

operate under one percent duty cycle and provides sufficient QoS.  The technique involves 

following: synchronization of devices starting of a network, improved sleep period, new 

channel access mechanism and dynamic update when new devices are added to a network.  

 

Authors in [23] analyze effect of SF on distance in various alterations of LoRa parameters. 

They conduct experiments in 1, 100 and 500 meters line of sight distances and present 

results of RSSI, PDR, delay and throughput QoS parameters in frequency band 925 Mhz. 

From the results they conclude that recommended SF for optimal and maximum range is 

SF11 and high data rates can be achieved on short distances. SF8 shows best results in 

range and throughput combination. 
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3.4 Gateway placement in LoRa 

 

When deploying a wireless network, it is important to efficiently plan and deploy a 

network. Since LoRa relatively new technology, there were not a lot of researches on 

planning placement of gateways. 

 

Authors in [24] propose an algorithm which places gateways in LoRa network. Algorithm 

first defines number of GW and defines the location.  In a second step it defines SF and Ptx 

for end devices. The algorithm also gives the options on number of gateways depending on 

trade-off between cost and performance. Algorithm involves hybrid strategy for defining 

configurations for end devices, evaluates the ones which is violating power constraint and 

assigns them minimum possible SF. Results were taken on a experiments shows that 

algorithm improves energy efficiency by 20 percent, PDR by 15 percent  and power 

violation by 30 percent comparing to conventional Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) method.  

 

In the [25] two algorithms were proposed by authors for finding an optimum location for 

transmit only LoRa network GW`s, considering capture and interference cancellation. First 

algorithm weight bipartite graph algorithm is precise but complex. Second algorithm pixels 

with gray levels algorithm is easier to compute but closer to the precise one. Results show 

that precise algorithm slightly outperforms the other algorithm in simulations with various 

number of end nodes in term of PDR. However, both algorithms show same number of 

required GW with fixed number of ED`s.  

 

In [26] authors address problem of energy unfairness on end devices of LoRa network. End 

devices which are located in further from gateways configured with higher SF result more 

energy consumption compared to devices located close to gateway. They propose heuristic 

algorithm EF-LoRa (energy fairness algorithm for LoRa network) to find optimal number 

and positions of GW`s for maximixing energy fairness between end devices of LoRa 

network. Algorithm takes into account following configurations: channels, spreading factor 

and transmission parameters.  To benchmark their results, they compare EF-LoRa 

algorithm efficiency with state-of-the-art solutions.  EF-LoRa algorithm shows significant 

improvement on energy efficiency, pointing that more gateway improves energy fairness in 

the network. Because if ED is close to GW it could transmit with all SF and Tx power. 
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3.5 LoRa Simulations 

 

In [27] authors develop LoRa simulation on WSNet based simulator Based C/C++. WSNet 

is event driven wireless network simulator which allows to implement communication 

layer protocols with high level of accuracy. Authors build LoRa PHY/MAC layer on this 

simulator including spectrum used, capture effect and interference. They investigate LoRa 

network behavior in homogeneous and heterogenous scenarios for large scale 

deployments. They consider throughput, PDR, energy efficiency and SF allocation and 

compare in various scenarios. When comparing different SF`s lower SF`s shows better 

results, while decreasing GW coverage.  They also compare heterogenous and 

homogenous networks, and results show heterogenous networks perform better in term of 

PDR, throughput and energy consumption.  

Authors in [28] develop LoRaSim simulation tool based on SymPy[29]. LoRaSim supports 

end nodes with SF, CR, Ptx and bandwidth parameters. The LoRa Sinks (gateways) support 

8 orthogonal signals. To evaluate LoRa network they use two metrics: Data Extraction 

Rate (DER) and Network Energy Consumption (NEC). DEC defines successfully received 

messages, while NEC represents energy consumption by whole network. They conduct 

experiments on single sink (GW), multiple sink, with various dynamic parameters. Their 

finding shows that in a single sink scenario pure ALOHA method shows good DER 

results. Adding multiple sinks improves DER in multiple sink scenario. With SF12, 125 

kHz bandwidth CR 4/5, 20 bytes packet size parameters for end node they achieve DER > 

0.9 (90 percent) while only supporting 120 end nodes. Unfortunately, on their simulation 

they use same SF and they do not consider orthogonality of different SF`s. 

 

The main outcome from [30] that duty cycle and number of end devices has a significant 

impact on received packets on a network. While duty cycle limits transmission time of the 

end device resulting low interference on the network, number of end devices, however, 

results more collision on a network. They perform analysis 10, 30 and 50 bytes of payload 

size and various SF`s. it shows that payload size does not have big impact on ToA, while 

SF has significant effect.  
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Authors in [11] build LoRa simulation tool with sophisticated physical layer model, MAC 

layer model, collision model. In addition, simulator supports correlated shadowing and 

building penetration which allows to simulation rural, urban and metropolitan area. First, 

they analyze SF allocation with different propagation models: propagation, propagation 

with shadowing and propagation with shadowing and buildings.  Results shows that by 

adding shadowing and buildings it is required to place more gateways to improve network 

performance. Second, they conduct some experiments on effect of SF12 on throughput. 

Results shows that excluding SF12  when system load is high, improves PSR. Third, they 

evaluate gateway coverage of LoRa network. Outcomes from simulations shows to achieve 

PSR above 90 percent, each gateway should cover the area with radius 1200 m. Finally, 

they observe SF statistics in loaded networks. Observed trend shows that in a loaded 

network probability of losing packet becomes higher with higher SF parameter.   
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4 IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter we discuss implementing a system in order to answer questions given in 

research questions section. We discuss chosen simulation tools, energy model, metrics and 

experiments design to evaluate QoS and QiS performance of LoRa network.  

4.1 Simulation model lora 

 

As we discus in chapter 3 we looked carefully to identify suitable LoRa simulation model 

and tool for our experiments. Many evaluated simulation models were designed to examine 

a LoRa network for specific purposes and they were not designed to simulate from PHY to 

Application layer.  We carefully checked simulation models given in [28], [29], [30] and 

[11]. Many simulation models are designed for single gateway scenarios and they focus on 

evaluation of PHY or MAC layer performances or specifically some parameters such as 

collision, PSR, propagation, spectrum usage or capture effect. We chose simulation model 

lora to conduct experiments, module is built by authors of [11]. We choose this module 

for following reasons:  

1. Precisely designed PHY and MAC layers model 

2. Supporting ADR 

3. Supporting multi gateways  

4. Precise interference modelling 

We plan to examine LoRa network`s behavior in large scale focusing on QoS and QiS 

performance in various gateway density scenarios. For that we need to have a simulation 

module that supports multiple gateways. In large scale networks number of devices cause 

more interference. For that reason, we need a simulation module that has precise 

interference modelling.  lora simulation module presented in [11] has features that we 

mentioned above.  Simulation module is well designed to simulate performance of 

LoRaWAN network from Physical to Application layers.  

  

The lora module is built in NS 3 [31] discrete event simulation tool using C++. Lora 

is collection of classes which works to simulate behavior of LoRaWAN technology. B The 

architecture of lora module is followed protocol stack which given in figure 14. 
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Periodicsender describes Application layer in the module. It creates packets with 

different payload sizes on configured periodic time. Payload size and periodic time can be 

configured. After creating a packet periodicsender class sends packet to LoRa MAC 

layer. 

 

In the module MAC layer defined by LoraMac model clasess which includes 

EndDeviceLoraMac and GatewayLoraMac classes that simulates the behavior of 

ED and GW MAC layers respectively. Some additional classes that also help to control 

duty cycle on different sub bands are also included in the module. 

  

 

Figure 14. Protocol stack used in lora module 

 

LoraPhy class models is built based on configuration of Semtech LoRa devices. 

EndDeviceLoraPhy and GatewayDeviceLoraPhy classes simulate behavior of 

SX1272 and SX1301 Semtech LoRa chips, for ED and GW respectively. LoraPhy 

includes InterferenceHelper class that computes interference based on SF, 

transmission power, received power and received antenna for every transmission. In the 
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simulation gateways can listens 8 parallel channels and can decode up to 8 messages 

simultaneously.  

 

LoraChannel class models simulates wireless channel used to transmit packets in 

LoRaWAN. This model takes the packets from PHY layer of ED and delivers to PHY 

layer of GW. It used two methods: Send and Receive. Model includes classes that 

calculates propagation time of packet by different propagation models of choice, 

shadowing and penetration by buildings (if configured).  During the simulation one 

instance of LoraChannel is created and all devices are connected to it. 

LogicalLoRaChannel class helps to define bandwidth, frequency channel used by 

each device. 

4.2 Network Simulator 3 

 

Networks Simulator 3 (NS-3) is discrete event simulator developed by community users 

for research and educational purposes. NS-3 is open source project and licensed under 

GNU General Public License (GPL).  NS-3 provides simulation of various networks by 

using set of traffic generators, protocols, technologies, devices and channels. In NS-3 set of 

classes that perform network functions are grouped into modules to simulate certain 

network technology. For example, Wi-Fi module in NS-3 consist of Access Point, Wi-Fi 

PHY layer, Wi-Fi MAC layer and wireless channel components. These components can 

simulate Wi-Fi network when interconnected and implemented with other network 

functionalities such as propagation, error model, TCP/IP and so on.  

 

4.3 Energy consumption model in NS 3 

 

Energy consumption in NS 3 is modeled using two components: 

• Energy source  

• Device energy model 

Energy source component class defines the source of energy that node connected to, i.e. 

lithium-ion battery. This component class provides interface for tracking of remaining 

energy, decreasing remaining energy and notifying when energy depletion.  
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Device energy model component responsible monitoring state of the device and calculate 

energy consumption according to device`s state.  

 

We use for state model to calculate ED`s energy consumption. As it given in the lora 

simulation module ED`s PHY layer has a four state: Standby, Receiving, Transmitting and 

Sleep. The model corresponds to a four-state model can be summarized as: 

 

                            (7) 

 

In fact, that energy consumption depend how much time ED spends on each state. The 

voltage might be specified for battery object. The transitions (based on callback) between 

each state is shown in the figure 15. to note that this model is close to the model which is 

used for Wi-Fi networks in NS 3.   

 

 

 

Figure 15. Four state power consumption model 

 

The values are provided in the figure 15 are taken from [12]. To conclude, the energy 

consumption model reflects the operation of duty cycle MAC layers. However, it is only 

defining energy consumption of end device. We did not include GW energy consumption 

for our work. 

  

4.4 Metrics 
 

In our research we use following QoS and QiS metrics to evaluate LoRa network 

performance.  
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A. Quality of Service metrics 

     Packet success rate (PSR) – is one of the most important QoS parameter in 

wireless networks. To calculate PSR we divide number of successfully received packets in 

Network Server to total number of sent packets from end devices. 

 

                                   (8) 

 

     Delay – is the amount of the time to the packet take to reach from end node to 

network server. Packet reach to network server from several gateways, NS remove 

duplicate packets. We count delay for the packet which reached the NS first (with least 

delay).  

 

B. Quality in Sustainability Metrics  

 

  Energy Consumption – to calculate energy consumption of the network we 

track the energy consumption of all end devices during the simulation runtime. At the end 

of the simulation we calculate all consumed energy. 

 

  Produced Chemical Waste – to calculate produced chemical waste from 

batteries of end devices during operational time of the network, we use environmental cost 

model proposed in [8]. In our simulations we calculate in quantity of chemical waste in 

duration of 365 days performance of LoRa network. Battery lifetime is expected age of the 

battery before disposal. And it is calculated as following: 

 

                           (9) 

 

Estimated solid chemical waste: 

 

                 (10) 
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4.5 Defining experimental parameters 

 

Before designing experiments, first we need to find out how configurable parameters of 

LoRa end node affect QoS metrics such as delay, PSR and energy consumption. 

 

Spreading Factor. According to Table 2 given in section 3.1, ToA is doubled for each 

step of SF. More ToA means more energy consumption from ED. On the other hand, 

signal with higher SF`s become more robust to interference and noise and can reach father 

distances. However, chirp length become two times longer by increasing SF and possibility 

of occurring bit error rate and collision increases, which impacts QoS. SF for ED is chosen 

according table 3.  

Table 3. Lora Gateway Sensitivity [32]. 

 

SF 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Sensitivity 

(dBm) 

-130.0 -132.5 -135 -137.5 -140 -142.5 

 

We can see from table 3 that higher SF require lower received power on gateways. To 

improve Received Power we can increase Transmission power. 

 

Transmission power. Transmission power of ED highly affects SF choice and 

communication range. Lower transmission power reduces probability of collision. On the 

other hand, low transmission power decreases the chance of receiving a packet. In LoRa, 

ED is not associated to specific GW, with high Tx power packet can be received by several 

gateways. This increases chance of packet to be received GW (improves PSR). Receiver 

Sensitivity in LoRa is calculated as following:  

 

                              (11) 

                  

Where: 

-174 – loss caused by thermal noise effect 

 – received power at GW antenna 
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BW – bandwidth  

NF – loss in at the receiver antenna  

SNR – Signal to noise ratio   

 

Gateway Density. In a higher gateway density average distance to from ED to GW is less 

than lower gateway densities. In closer distances propagation loss is lower, it leads to 

higher SF and higher probability of PSR. Distance and received power of signal is 

inversely proportional, in further distances signal power loss is higher.  

In our simulation we use log distance propagation loss model to calculate path loss.  Log 

distance pass loss model is expressed as following: 

 

                                               (12) 

 

 – path loss in reference distance 

d - length of the path 

d 0 – reference distance 

  - path loss exponent 

 

Code Rate. If more parity bits are added to increase bit error correction, it improves 

chance to correct a bit and avoids packet retransmission. On the other hand, more parity 

bits mean more energy to transmit packet. It reduces effectiveness of data rate.  In the 

figure 16 we can see ToA of a packet with different Code Rates and different payload 

sizes.  

 

When packet size is greater, ToA differences on CR become slightly significant. On lower 

payload sizes differences in ToA on various Code Rates non noticeable.  

 

Bandwidth.  LoRa device can use three bandwidth range: 125 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz. 

More bandwidth means more frequencies to transmit signal, but there is more noise in a 

wider bandwidth. According to formulas (3) and (4) on 250 kHz bandwidth signal is send 

two times faster than 125 kHz. 
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Figure 16. ToA on different CR and packet sizes (SF7, BW=125kHz) 

 

We carefully discussed configurable parameters of LoRa ED and their effect on QoS and 

energy consumption. We conclude that transmission power and Spreading Factor have 

greater impact on energy consumption and delay. On the next chapter we design two 

experiments based on such parameters, to evaluate large scale network performance.  
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5 EVALUATION AND RESULTS 

 

In this chapter we present two carried experiment to evaluate QoS and QiS performance of 

large scale LoRa network.  We discuss results of experiments, based on taken results we 

answer research questions given in chapter 1 and we illustrate sustainability analysis of our 

thesis project.  

 

5.1 Experimental Design 

 

As we conclude in previous chapter, gateway density and Tx power have a great impact 

firstly on PSR, delay, also in energy consumption. In the first experiment we investigate 

how increasing number of gateways enhance PSR, average delay, energy consumption and 

produced chemical waste (from batteries of ED`s). In the second experiment we evaluate 

how output power of end devices affect energy consumption and QoS metrics, such as PSR 

and delay. 

 

Experiments are simulated on NS-3 (version 3.29). In our simulations we refer to LoRa 

Class A end devices. lora simulation module does not support downlink messages from 

GW to ED. This does not affect our results heavily since most of the traffic in LoRa is UL 

messages. In simulations EDs initiate transmission. ED chooses random channel and starts 

sending a packet.  

 

SF Allocation. At the beginning in each simulation, end devices are assigned SF according 

to following technique. Received Power at each gateway is calculated according to log 

propagation loss model. Packet may be received on several gateways. The gateway with 

highest received power is chosen and the assignment of SFs are done based on GW 

sensitivity as depicted in Table 3.   

 

Channel Lineup. As it given in [33], LoRaWAN uses at least three mandatory channels at 

frequency 868.1 MHz, 868.3 MHz and 868.5 MHz. In our simulations, end devices initiate 

the connection. Hence, end device chooses one of the given channels randomly. According 

to [32], gateway is capable working 8 receive paths. Receive paths are equally distributed 

among three channels given above.  
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We run each simulation scenario 10 times with different random seed numbers to gain 

more realistic results. We present average of taken results from experiments.   

 

 

5.2 Experiment 1: Correlation analysis of gateways density regarding QoS 

and QiS  

 

As we mentioned above gateway density has great impact on QoS and energy consumption 

of overall network. Since in further distances between ED and GW propagation loss is 

greater. Thus, higher SF are chosen to have connection since higher SF are more robust and 

require less received power to be decoded at the GW. In the following we present our 

simulation experiment, its design and extracted results.  

 

We are planning to evaluate large scale networks we conduct experiment with 500 ED. To 

evaluate a LoRa network performance we chose area shape to be circle. It makes possible 

to divide are into several sectors and place gateways on each sector. We plan place from 

one to seven gateways as it is depicted in the figure 17. 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Placement of 1 to 7 gateways (a to g respectively) in Experiment 1 

 

Our simulation code generates N=500 end nodes and places uniformly in circle with 7500 

m radius. 7500 meters is furthest distance where ED with SF12 can have connection with 
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GW according to log distance propagation loss model. For allocation we use NS-3 in build 

UniformDiscAllocator which places EDs evenly across the circle.   

 

We set packet payload size PL= 23 bytes for all end devices. Each ED generates packet 

with every T=600 second. BW is set to 125 kHz and CR=4/5. ED randomly chooses one 

channel among given possible 8 channels each time before sending a packet. All ED and 

GW are located 1 and 50 meter above the ground respectively, since height of antenna has 

significant impact on network performance [11].  

 

SF for ED`s are assigned at the beginning of a simulation. To assign SF simulation first 

calculates received power form each ED. Since in LoRa ED is not assigned to specific 

GW, signal can be received via several GWs. To assign SF highest received power is 

chosen. Note that it is not always closes gateway is not the one with highest received 

power. With shadowing and buildings received power at further GW might be higher than 

closer one. We set pass loth exponent δ=3.6 with refence distance 1000 m to our log 

distance propagation model. According formula (11) simulation model calculates received 

power and assigns SF for each ED.  

 

Table 4. LoRa chip states and current consumption. 

 

Mode Tx Standby Sleep Rx 

Current (mA) 28  1.4 0.0015 11.2 

 

For energy consumption simulation tracks each ED`s state. As described previously, 

energy consumption is calculated when chips states changes. As formula (7) explains when 

state of LoRa chip changes current multiplied by the time that chip is spent on previous 

state to determine consumed energy. Each time spent energy is derived from remaining 

energy and saved to a text file. In this experiment we use current values for energy 

consumption of ED device from [12] given in Table 4. 
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Table 5. Parameters used in the experiment 1. 

 

Name  Value Description 

N 

PL  

T 

δ 

d0 

Ptx 

CR 

Duration 

500 

23  

600 

3.76 

1000 

14 

4/5 

48 

number of end devices 

payload size (bytes) 

inter arrival time of a packet (sec) 

path loss exponent 

reference distance (m) 

Tx power of end devices (dBm) 

Code Rate 

Duration of the simulation (hours) 

 

We set simulation time to 48 hours. This experiment has 7 scenarios where each scenario 

represents number of a placed gateway in the circle. We name scenarios 1gw-7gw 

respectively. 

  

Table 6. Results of Experiment 1. 

 

Scenario 1gw 2gw 3gw 4gw 5gw 6gw 7gw 

Energy 

consumption of 

ED`s (Joule) 

 

12524.

2 

 

7146.4

9 

 

3474.3

1 

 

2413.5

5 

 

2089.6

3 

 

1907.6

8 

 

1534.6 

PSR (%) 72.51 89.72 94.59 95.71 96.14 95.94 95.06 

Avg Delay (ms) 712.41 459.12 226.98 150.37 123.09 111.75 83.59 

Chemical Waste 

from batteries 

(Kg) 

 

4.23 

 

2.42 

 

1.17 

 

0.82 

 

0.71 

 

0.64 

 

0.52 

 

Results. We present extracted results from our experiment on table 6. We can observe 

from depicted figure that energy consumption of whole network sharply decreases from 

1gw to 4gw scenarios, after that from 4gw to 7gw scenario energy consumption slightly 

reduces. From the results obtained we can determine that placing 4 gateways is can choice 
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when to finding balance between optimized energy consumption and maintenance and 

installation cost of more GWs. 

 

 

 

Figure 18. SF allocation of end devices in Experiment 1 scenarios 

 

In 1gw and 2gw scenarios PSR shows very low results 72.5 % and 89.7 % respectively. 

This can be explained that on these scenarios most of the devices set to SF12, SF11 and 

SF10 as depicted in the figure 18. Since ToA is long for these SF, more collision has 

occurred in these scenarios.  Following 3gw to 7gw scenarios PSR stays around 95 percent. 

It shows maximum 96.14 percent result in the scenario 5gw. This also can be explained 

with collision, in 6gw 7gw scenarios collision has occurred among SF7. In 6gw and 7gw 

scenarios devices with SF7 are the 88 % and 67 % of all end nodes. 

 

 

Figure 19. Experiment 1 results comparison 
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We calculate delay of ED from when packet generated until it reaches the gateway. The 

TCP/IP network parameter can be different between GW and NS, depending installation 

and architecture. Hence, we neglect time of packet spent for reaching NS from GW. From 

1gw scenario to 3gw scenario average delay differs greatly. By adding one gateway from 

4gw to 7gw scenarios average delay drops on average 20 ms in each scenario by adding 

one more gateway.  

 

Moreover, we calculated generated solid chemical waste from end nodes batteries for each 

scenario for one 365 days operational time. We assume, each node has lithium ion battery 

with capacity 500 mAh with weight 50 grams. After one year of operational time in 1gw 

scenario 4.23 kg solid chemical waste is generated, comparing to 7gw scenario 0.53 kg. the 

difference almost 8 times.  The values are smaller since we only calculating energy 

consumption for transmitting a packet. In real world, sensors are also connected to end 

nodes battery additional to LoRa chip.   

 

For better understanding we present obtained Average delay and Energy consumptions 

results on one figure 19.  Interestingly, energy consumptions and delay show proportional 

results.  

  

5.3 Experiment 2: Analyzing effects of ED`s output power to QoS and QiS 
 

 

In LoRa network transmission power affects SF selection and consequently QoS 

parameters as such PSR, delay, throughput, also it affects energy consumption. 

Transmission power can be configured from -4 dBm to 20 dBm in LoRa network. It in 

most cases due to hardware limitations configuration range is limited 2 dBm to 20 dBm 

[33]. Moreover, power levels higher than 14 dBm, can be used only with 1 % duty cycle.   
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Figure 20.  Gateway placement on Experiment 2 

 

In this experiment we analyze how end devices output power affects networks energy 

consumption and QoS service parameters, as delay and Packet Success Rate, and we 

determine energy consumption of end devices and generated solid chemical waste. We 

choose dense gateway scenario from previous experiment (7gw scenario).  

 

Table 7. Tx Current for 14 dBm to 2 dBm output power. 

 

Tx Power   14 dBm 12 dBm 10 dBm 8 dBm 6 dBm  4 dBm 2 dBm 

Tx Current (mA) 54 47 42 39 36 34 32 

 

We place N=500 with UniformDiscAllocator class in NS-3. We place 7 gateways in each 

sector and in the middle of an area.  We set bandwidth 125 kHz and CR=4/5. The radius of 

circle area is R=7500 meters.  Each end device sends packets every 600 sec.  Packet 

payload size is PL=23 bytes. Path loss exponent δ=3.6 with refence distance 1000 meters 

set for log distance propagation loss model.  

 

Table 8. Current consumption for other states. 

 

State Sleep Standby Rx 

Typ (mA) 10-3 1.6 11 
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On this experiment we run simulations with various transmission power of ED`s. We start 

simulation scenario with 14 dBm and decrease the power to 2 dBm with the step 2 dBm. 

For our simulation scenarios we use current consumption values of SX1272 LoRa chip in 

different transmission power settings which is given in [35]. We present current 

consumption for different transmission powers in table 7, for other states in table 8.  

 

Results. As can be seen from table 9 PSR shows gradual decline when transmission power 

reduced from 14 to 2 dBm, with maximal 96.6 % and minimum 91.2 percent at the 14 dBm 

and 2 dBm scenarios respectively. Energy consumption on the other hand shows interesting 

trend. At 12 dBm scenario Energy consumption reaches lowest point and from 8dBm starts 

growing significantly.  

 

Table 9. Obtained results from Experiment 2. 

 

Tx Power 14 dBm 12 dBm 10 dBm 8 dBm 6 dBm 4 dBm 2 dBm 

Energy 

consumption of 

ED`s (Joule) 

 

1534.6 

 

1424.89 

 

1508.5 

 

1877.61 

 

2450.11 

 

3286.22 

 

4394.93 

PSR (%) 96.39 95.82 95.62 95.2 94.4 92.5 91.02 

Avg Delay (ms) 83.59 98.34 126.91 176.11 255.37 371.91 498.89 

Chemical Waste 

from batteries 

(Kg) 

 

0.52 

 

0.48 

 

0.51 

 

0.63 

 

0.83 

 

1.11 

 

1.49 

 

 

If we look at Figure 5, we can see that even the number of SF7 devices are less than 

compared to 14 dBm scenario, energy consumption and chemical waste are lower in 12 

dBm scenario. This is due to fact that ED spends less energy when they transmit with 

lower output power. Average delay shows very low result of 371.9 and 498.8 ms at the 4 

dBm and 2 dBm scenarios respectively. Generated Solid chemical waste from EDs` 

batteries reaches lowest result at 12 dBm scenario with 0.48 kg chemical waste in 365 days 
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of operational time. Chemical waste at 2 dBm scenario with max result 1.49kg, which is 3 

times more comparing to 12 dBm scenario. 

 

To clearly understanding effects of transmission power to SF assignment we depict SF 

allocation of ED`s at figure 22. 

 

 

 

Figure 21. SF allocation in 14 dBm to 2 dBm scenarios 

 

 
 

Figure 22. SF allocation on 14 dBm, 10 dBm, 6 dBm and 2dBm scenarios 
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5.4 Sustainability analysis 

 

Sustainability is an ability of a system continuing to work and exist, even circumstances 

change [36]. Sustainability getting great attention in the domain of IT since the 

environmental harm of IT systems are growing continuously. In order to be sustainable, IT 

system must be efficient, effective and impact on environment should be minimal. 

  

In this section we analyze our research work in terms of sustainability. In [36] authors 

propose methodology to understand and analyze sustainability aspects of IT system.  On 

their model they propose analysis of new system in terms of five dimensions and three 

levels of effects. These are following five dimensions:  

 

• Individual 

• Environmental 

• Economic 

• Technical 

• Social 

 

On the figure 23 we illustrate our research work sustainability analysis based on model 

given above. Arrows in the figure represents chains effects of aspect to one another. From 

the diagram we can see that our research does not have much impact on social dimension. 

The immediate effects of optimizing number of gateways and improving QoS performance 

of the network would impact technical, individual and economical effects, in term of 

decreasing battery draining of ED`s, achieving better QoS parameters, providing better 

services for end users, minimizing the expenditure to build a network infrastructure 

respectively. These effects will have consequences which will have enabling impact on 

individual, environmental, technical and economic dimensions. By providing better 

services users trust will be achieved.  Decreasing Energy consumption of an ED will 

results reducing maintenance and battery replacement cost of network infrastructure, also it 

results minimizing solid chemical waste from obsolete batteries of ED`s.  
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Figure 23. Five-dimensional sustainability analysis of the research 

 

The ternary or structural effects will appear on economic, technical and environmental 

dimension. Energy effectiveness prolongs network infrastructure`s, this will result 

reducing E-waste from IT devices. Improvements on user trust and maintenance cost will 

attract more profit. Moreover, high profit and achievements in QoS in LoRa will enable 

competition among other technologies of LPWAN on technical dimension making them 

compete to stay in the market. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

6.1 Summary 

 
In this thesis research we evaluated effects of gateway density to Quality of Service 

performance such as PSR and average Delay, and Quality in Sustainability performance, 

consumed energy by overall network and generated solid chemical waste from batteries of 

ED`s. Moreover, we analyzed the effect of transmission power to overall performance of 

the network. We conducted two experiment. In the first experiment we placed 1 to 7 

gateways to create various gateways densities and checked performance of network. 

Results shows that best Packet Success Rate were seen on the scenario with 5 gateways 

with 96 %. Increasing number of gateways even more, leads to occurring more collision. In 

the second experiment, we checked LoRa network performance with various Tx power of 

end nodes. Scenario with 12 dBm showed best performance in terms of energy 

consumption. Delay, PSR and solid chemical waste were increasing as the transmission 

power of an end node decreasing.    

6.2 Future Work 

 

Based on results were taken on this reseach, in the future we plan to develop an algorithm 

to optimally locate gateways to achieve required QoS, as well as respecting QiS.  

Moreover, we would like to improve current LoRa simulation model by adding features to 

support downlink messegaes, Class B, C devices and measuring energy consumption of 

gateways.  
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APPENDIX  

Appendix 1. Screenshots of running simulations  
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Appendix 2.  Screenshots of files generated in simulations  

 

 

 

Screenshot of a file stores ED`s battery level 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a file stores location of ED`s 
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Appendix 3. Simulation script shortened example  

 
using namespace ns3; 
using namespace lorawan; 
 

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ bool verbose = true; 
  bool adrEnabled = true; 
  bool initializeSF = true; 
  int nDevices = 500; 
  int nPeriods = 72; 
  double radius = 7500; //Radius of and area 
  double R = 2*radius/sqrt(35); 
   

  // Channel model 
  bool realisticChannelModel = false; 
  Time Period = Seconds (3600); 
  

  //randomize positioning devices 
  RngSeedManager::SetSeed (4);  // Changes seed from default of 1 to x 
  RngSeedManager::SetRun (4);   // Changes run number from default of 1 

to x 
  std::string adrType = "ns3::AdrComponent"; 
 

// Output control 
bool print = true; 
 

int nGateways = 7; // 
 

   Config::SetDefault ("ns3::EndDeviceLoraMac::DRControl", BooleanValue 

(true)); 
 

   // Create a simple wireless channel 
   

   Ptr<LogDistancePropagationLossModel> loss = 

CreateObject<LogDistancePropagationLossModel> (); 
   loss->SetPathLossExponent (3.76); 
   loss->SetReference (1, 7.7); 
 

 

if (realisticChannelModel) 
    {     // Create the correlated shadowing component 
      Ptr<CorrelatedShadowingPropagationLossModel> shadowing = 

CreateObject<CorrelatedShadowingPropagationLossModel> (); 
 

      // Aggregate shadowing to the logdistance loss 
      loss->SetNext (shadowing); 
 

      // Add the effect to the channel propagation loss 
      Ptr<BuildingPenetrationLoss> buildingLoss = 

CreateObject<BuildingPenetrationLoss> (); 
 

      shadowing->SetNext (buildingLoss);} 
 

    Ptr<PropagationDelayModel> delay = 

CreateObject<ConstantSpeedPropagationDelayModel> (); 

(continues) 
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Appendix 3. Simulation script shortened example (continues) 

 

Ptr<LoraChannel> channel = CreateObject<LoraChannel> (loss, delay); 
 

 

   // End Device and GW mobility 
  MobilityHelper mobilityEd, mobilityGw; 
  mobilityEd.SetPositionAllocator ("ns3::UniformDiscPositionAllocator", 
                                 "rho", DoubleValue (radius), 
                                 "X", DoubleValue (0.0), 
                                 "Y", DoubleValue (0.0)); 
  mobilityEd.SetMobilityModel ("ns3::ConstantPositionMobilityModel"); 
 

  mobilityGw.SetPositionAllocator ("ns3::UniformDiscPositionAllocator", 
                                 "rho", DoubleValue (radius), 
                                 "X", DoubleValue (0.0), 
                                 "Y", DoubleValue (0.0)); 
   mobilityGw.SetMobilityModel ("ns3::ConstantPositionMobilityModel"); 
   // Helpers 
    

   LoraPhyHelper phyHelper = LoraPhyHelper (); 
   phyHelper.SetChannel (channel); 
 

   LoraMacHelper macHelper = LoraMacHelper (); 
 

   LoraHelper helper = LoraHelper (); 
   helper.EnablePacketTracking (); 
   helper.EnableSimulationTimePrinting (Period); 
 

   // Create GWs // 
  

   NodeContainer gateways; 
   gateways.Create (nGateways); 
 

   Ptr<ListPositionAllocator> allocator =       

CreateObject<ListPositionAllocator> (); 
  // Make it so that nodes are at a certain height > 0 
 

   allocator->Add (Vector (0.0, 0.0, 50.0)); 
   mobilityGw.SetPositionAllocator (allocator); 
   mobilityGw.Install (gateways); 
 

   // Create the LoraNetDevices of the gateways 
   phyHelper.SetDeviceType (LoraPhyHelper::GW); 
   macHelper.SetDeviceType (LoraMacHelper::GW); 
   helper.Install (phyHelper, macHelper, gateways); 
 

 

   // Create EDs   
   NodeContainer endDevices; 
   endDevices.Create (nDevices); 
 

   // Install mobility model on all nodes           
   mobilityEd.SetMobilityModel ("ns3::ConstantPositionMobilityModel"); 
 

   (continues) 
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Appendix 3. Simulation script shortened example (continues) 

 

for (int i = 0; i < nDevices; ++i) 
    { 
      mobilityEd.Install (endDevices.Get (i)); 
    } 
 

// Make it so that nodes are at a certain height > 0 
  for (NodeContainer::Iterator j = endDevices.Begin (); 
       j != endDevices.End (); ++j) 
    { 
      Ptr<MobilityModel> mobilityEd = (*j)->GetObject<MobilityModel> (); 
      Vector position = mobilityEd->GetPosition (); 
      position.z = 1; 
      mobilityEd->SetPosition (position); 
    } 
 

  // Create a LoraDeviceAddressGenerator 
  uint8_t nwkId = 54; 
  uint32_t nwkAddr = 1864; 
  Ptr<LoraDeviceAddressGenerator> addrGen = 

CreateObject<LoraDeviceAddressGenerator> (nwkId,nwkAddr); 
 

  // Create the LoraNetDevices of the end devices 
  phyHelper.SetDeviceType (LoraPhyHelper::ED); 
  macHelper.SetDeviceType (LoraMacHelper::ED); 
  macHelper.SetAddressGenerator (addrGen); 
  macHelper.SetRegion (LoraMacHelper::EU); 
  NetDeviceContainer endDevicesNetDevices = helper.Install (phyHelper, 

macHelper, endDevices); 
 

   ///////  Set up the end device's spreading factor /////// 

   
  std::vector<int> sf; 
  sf = macHelper.SetSpreadingFactorsUp (endDevices, gateways, channel); 
 

  NS_LOG_DEBUG ("Completed configuration"); 
 

  // Install applications in EDs 
  int appPeriodSeconds = 600;      // One packet every 10 minutes 
  PeriodicSenderHelper appHelper = PeriodicSenderHelper (); 
  appHelper.SetPeriod (Seconds (appPeriodSeconds)); 
  appHelper.SetPacketSize (23); 
  ApplicationContainer appContainer = appHelper.Install (endDevices); 
 

  // Do not set spreading factors up: we will wait for the NS to do this 
  if (initializeSF) 
    { 
      macHelper.SetSpreadingFactorsUp (endDevices, gateways, channel); 
    } 
   //////////// Create NS ////////////  
   

  NodeContainer networkServers; 
  networkServers.Create (1); 

 

(continues) 
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Appendix 3. Simulation script shortened example (continues) 

 

  // Install the NetworkServer application on the network server 
  NetworkServerHelper networkServerHelper; 
  networkServerHelper.SetGateways (gateways); 
  networkServerHelper.SetEndDevices (endDevices); 
  networkServerHelper.EnableAdr (adrEnabled); 
  networkServerHelper.SetAdr (adrType); 
  networkServerHelper.Install (networkServers); 
 

   

// Install the Forwarder application on the gateways 
  ForwarderHelper forwarderHelper; 
  forwarderHelper.Install (gateways); 
 

  ////// Install Energy Model ////// 
 

   BasicEnergySourceHelper basicSourceHelper; 
    LoraRadioEnergyModelHelper radioEnergyHelper; 
 

    // configure energy source 
    basicSourceHelper.Set ("BasicEnergySourceInitialEnergyJ", DoubleValue 

(10000)); // Energy in J 
    basicSourceHelper.Set ("BasicEnergySupplyVoltageV", DoubleValue 

(3.3)); 
 

    radioEnergyHelper.Set ("StandbyCurrentA", DoubleValue (0.0014)); 
    radioEnergyHelper.Set ("TxCurrentA", DoubleValue (0.028)); 
    radioEnergyHelper.Set ("SleepCurrentA", DoubleValue (0.0000015)); 
    radioEnergyHelper.Set ("RxCurrentA", DoubleValue (0.0112)); 
 

    radioEnergyHelper.SetTxCurrentModel 

("ns3::ConstantLoraTxCurrentModel", 
                                         "TxCurrent", DoubleValue 

(0.028)); 
    // install source on EDs' nodes 
    EnergySourceContainer sources = basicSourceHelper.Install 

(endDevices); 
 

    Names::Add ("/Names/EnergySource0", sources.Get (0)); 

 
    // install device model 
    DeviceEnergyModelContainer deviceModels = radioEnergyHelper.Install 
        (endDevicesNetDevices, sources); 
 

      //// Get output ////// 
      FileHelper fileHelper0; 
       fileHelper0.ConfigureFile ("results/7gw7/battery-level0", 

FileAggregator::SPACE_SEPARATED); 
       fileHelper0.WriteProbe ("ns3::DoubleProbe", 

"/Names/EnergySource0/RemainingEnergy", "Output"); 

 
   

 

 

 

(continues) 
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Appendix 3. Simulation script shortened example (continues) 

 

// Connect our traces 
   Config::ConnectWithoutContext 

("/NodeList/*/DeviceList/0/$ns3::LoraNetDevice/Mac/$ns3::EndDeviceLoraMac

/TxPower", MakeCallback (&OnTxPowerChange)); 
  Config::ConnectWithoutContext 

("/NodeList/*/DeviceList/0/$ns3::LoraNetDevice/Mac/$ns3::EndDeviceLoraMac

/DataRate", MakeCallback (&OnDataRateChange)); 
 

  // Activate printing of ED MAC parameters 
  Time stateSamplePeriod = Seconds (600); 
  helper.EnablePeriodicDeviceStatusPrinting (endDevices, gateways, 

"results/7gw7/nodeData.txt", stateSamplePeriod); 
  helper.EnablePeriodicPhyPerformancePrinting (gateways, 

"results/7gw7/phyPerformance.txt", stateSamplePeriod); 
 

 helper.EnablePeriodicGlobalPerformancePrinting 

("results/7gw7/globalPerformance.txt", stateSamplePeriod); 
 

  LoraPacketTracker& tracker = helper.GetPacketTracker (); 
 

   /////// Print output files /////// 
 

  if (print) 
    {       helper.PrintEndDevices (endDevices, gateways, 
                              "results/7gw7/endDevices.dat");     } 
  // Start simulation 
  Time simulationTime = Seconds (1200 * nPeriods); 
  Simulator::Stop (simulationTime); 
  Simulator::Run (); 
 

  Simulator::Destroy (); 
 

//Printing SF distribution of end nodes 
  std::cout << "SF distribution:  "; 
    for (std::vector<int>::iterator it = sf.begin(); it != sf.end(); 

++it) 
      std::cout << ' ' << *it; 
    std::cout << '\n'; 
//Printing received packets 
  std::cout << tracker.CountMacPacketsGlobally(Seconds (0), 
              Seconds (1200 * (nPeriods))) << std::endl; 
//printing received packets per gw 
helper.DoPrintPhyPerformancePerGw(gateways, 

"results/7gw7/performancePerGw.txt",Seconds (0),Seconds (1200 * 

(nPeriods)) ); 
tracker.CountAverageDelay(Seconds (0), Seconds (1200 * (nPeriods))); 
 

  return 0;  
} 

 

 

 


